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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community
Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

First ...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

United Press

IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray,

Ky.,

Friday

Afternoon, May 10, 1957

Salesmen Make Contribution Districts In
Elkins Tells Rotary Club
Council Are
Consolidated

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Bisbee's Comedians
Here Next Week

Vol. LXX\1111--No. 112

Bus Ruling Is
Reversed Today

Bisbee's Comedians, who
well known here for their good
The standard of living of the
entertainment will play a six
people of the United States has
day engagement in Murray bebeen raised because of outstandginning 'Monday, May 13.
ing salesmen of the past, W. C.
This is the show's 30th annual
Thr Executive Board of the
tour and according to the -adrkins told the Murray Rotary
Four Rivers Council of B o yl
vance promises it is la.e-biggest
Ciiib yesterday.
&oat tookractton cOntblidating
'Elkins was—tdeakirielo -The
1its1rry
best
Abe
-t
the five districts of the Council
club on the subject of "Selling."
Billed as the cleanst show on'
FRANKFORT 4P+ —A Circuit
into three districts at their regua .program of the ypational
the road, the show this year
Court ruling invalidating the
lar meeting held May 6.
features some ohtstanding talService committee, with Earl
purchase of three school buses
The Chief Paducah District,
ent. Heading the list is that evei
Littleton in charge. Elkins was
by the -Calloway County Board
which was formerly Ballard and
popular comedian, Toby Tickleintroduced by Nix Crawford.
FRANKFORT (Iri
State Com- of Ecirrealion was reversed today
McCracken counties has been
bush, Compton and Lave.e DancIn beginning his talk. Elkins
missioner of Fish and Wildlife by the state Court of Appeals.
enlarged by the addition of Livers, Mickey Lacey, Presley style
told the club that he had ocThe school bus contract ..had
ingston County. This brings the
songs. Margie Sheeley, Lathy, Resources Earl W alaee w a lined been awarded to the Xaylor
casion recently to be in a stable
sportsmen
bringing
coturnix
quail'
Magician,
Jugglers
Girads,
The
total number of Scout Troops,
in the county, and to view, the
Motor Co., but an .unsuccessful
to into Kentucky that they must bidder, Parker Motdrs, brought
and 25 outstanding artist
accoutrements of an era which
Cub Packs and Explorer units
obtain
imphrtatio
n
-permits.
entertain.
.
WA. passed. He looked up on
in the territory to 56.
1)21sa Nancy Louise .:.pann
Wallace said that if the birds action to invalidate the conriract
Miss Shannon Marie Beasley
' The opening night play w•Il
the dust covered bridles iind
The Chickasaw District h a s
on grounds the board. had not
are
held in captivity, the holder
iss
Nancy
Spann, daughter of be "What Mothers Don't Know"
hames hanging in th: barn, he
W. C. Elkins
been split with Carlisle and
advertised for bids as required
Entry of Parker Motors is M•
must
also
Mr.
obtain
and
a
pet
or
breed- by statute.
Mrs. Cross Spann is with five big acts of vaudeville.
said, and on the curry comb in
Hickman counties joining with Shannon Beasley, 18
ye
old the entry of the Murray Chamber Ladies will be admitied free ers permit.
one corner of the stable. Out in sible, he said, because good Fulton County. Kentucky
The board merely mailed notand daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. of Commerce
The
department
is attempting ices of specificati
in t h e Junior with each paid adult ticket the
the backyard was an old skid salesmen sold people on an easier Obion County. Tennessee to
ons and invitaform Beasley..
to
discover
Chamber of Commerce Miss Mur- first night.
if the coturnix quail
and rusted walking plow and method of cloing thioqs." Elkins a new district. Fulton
tions to ,laid to the automobile
County
is
adaptable to Kentucky's climDoors open at 7:00, the orchessaid. Active opposition to new was formerly known as
-disc.
She has black hair and. brown ray JayCee contest set for May
dealers of Calloway County, inthe' Dry
tra at 7:30 and curtain at la:00. ate. In order to insure the suc- stead of inserting an advertiseIn the far distance, he con- developments and easier ways Lake District and Obion County, eyes and enjoys outdoor activities. 17.
Nancy is majoring in business The show will be 'located at cess of the project, all of the ment in the local newspaper.
' tinued, he could see the j e t of doing things had to be broken Tennessee as the Reelfoot
Dis- She .l majoring in English at education
birds brought into the state must
at Murray State. She Fourth and Sycamore street.
Streams from four modern jets down by top salesmanship, he trict.
44t1rray State where she is a
The Court of Appeals held that
be banded before release.
as they knifed their way through continued.
this mailing of notices "was a
Graves County. formerly& p
cheerleader, and enjoys swim- •has brown hair and blue eyes
Bands
used
the
On
and
birds
will
is
21
years
In every business, and every of the Chickasaw Districtr'h
tilt sky, outside the sight of man.
old.
accomplishment
substantial
of
as ming. Boating is another of the
be supplied by the Department* the purpose of the statute."
She clijoys tennis and is active
"This transition was made pos- line of endeavor, Elkins told the been allied with Marshall and sports she enjoys.
of Fish and Wildlife Resources,
in campus activities.
assembled Rotarians, several men Calloway counties to form
The state high court also said
the
and the band number and loca- that this opinion was not to
stand out as tops in that line. third 'district.
be
tion
which
at
bird
the
released
is
An almost legendary charaeter
The --MeCracken-Ballard-eLtsr=4
interpreted as authority in every
students
were
Calloway
Several
returned
to
is
be
to
departthe
in the hardware business was ingston,area will be served by
case for substituting mailed inrecognized at tie Murray State ment.
E. C. Simmons, he said. He was Dave- Thornton, district Scout
vitations for public advertising.
avards
May
8.
day
on
•
the man who created the "Keen Executive and the Marshall "Our holding is only that unwas
Charles
Chaney
named
Kutter" trademark and the sla- Calloway -Graves area will be
der the particular facts here
outstandin
student
Agrithe
in
g
gan "The recollection of quality served by Hugh Miller, also a
presented there was a substanBy UNITED PRESS-.
culture. The Chemical Rubber
remains long after price is for- district executive with the Four
tial accomplishment of the purShowers a n d thunderstorms
chemistry
Company
award
in
Rivers Council Staff. A new staff
pose of the statute," the court
vaere widespread over, the nation gotten."
Went to Shirley Outland and
These two items were the most member will the employed to
said.
Friday, but much-needed precion
Leases
oil
Murray.
rights
being
are
Larry
Jetton of
valuable assets of his company serve the third area.
pitation was not apparent for
- William Crago of Murray re- taken in the Penny area according
which was purchased by the
Scout officials expect this
woodland fire-ravaged New Engceived the Tau Kappa Alpha to information received today.
Shapley Hardware Company sev- consolidation to result in more
land.
About 10.000 acres in the
speaker of the year award. New
eral
years
after
efficient
Simmons'
and
economical
death
opera9tate officials took extreme
vicinity are being leased by J. B
fraternity
were
members
the
•cif
Elkins
named
tion
as
ather
it
eliminates
salesmen
one staff
'emergency measures, closing
William Crago and Nancy Pas- Hostead, for his company, the
woodlands and golf courses to who had contributed much to position. There were formerly
chall of Murray. Debate squad name of which can not be learnAmerican
economic
lit,
five
full
time
professiona
by their
l leadprevent further outjreaks ,of
Milton Lassiter of Murray has
members a r e William Crago, ed.
persistent efforts and creative ers in the ten county area, of the
forest fires.
lust completed his training at
Informatio
reaching
Ledger
Paschall.
„James
n
the
Dublin
Nancy
genius.
Counetli
and
now there will
The worst blax was near plygd Hazel, Edith Herndon of Hazel. and Times . indicates that the Bear Manufacturing Company's
four.
mouth, Mass. Temporarily conqas Autornotive Safety
One , of these was !Saunders
Charles Chaney and Linda Ann leases are for oil rights on the
Jack
Fox,
Scout Exeeutive,
tVined, the fire blazed anew ear- Norvall who
was with Simmons said that despite the staff
Dillard were named to the Who's land. Whether drilling for oil Service School" in Rock Island,
re1, Friday in fresh
morning for many years then jained :he
Who In American Colleges and will begin anytime in the near Ill. Lassiter received intensivs
duction that the Council is showwinds. Although the blaze was Shapley
•
training . in alinement, balancing
Company. Norvall had ing a steady growth in the
Universities. Others receiving this future or not, is not known.
numout of control, the town of Ply- a meteoric
anet frame straightening. learninl
Nips Jean La Novo
rise with Simmons ber of boys and institutions
honor were Patsy Lou Rowland,
Miss Mary Evelyn BillIngten
mouth was reported in no dang- then with Shapley.
'the latest techniques in this im_Nancy Spann, Chad Stewart and
served. The Council served 4.539 . Miss Jean La
er at presenj.
Nave
is the
portant safety service. The Bear
Miss Mary 1-velyn
Norval!. Elkins said. believed.
Theodore Vaughn.
Five major blazes were re- that almost
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. daughter
School is the largest of its kind
(Continued on Page Five)
anything could be
of Mr. and Mrs. Owen
New members of Delta Lambda
Le Neve. She .is the entry of
ported in Massachusetts, !..vo in sold
anywhere and attracts students
Billington is the entry of the Alpha are Rosemary Jones a
if presented in the right
Maine. one in New Hampshire manner.
Lindsey's Jewelers. Jean is maj- Murray
from all over the world.
Elkins gaee the club
Insurance Agency.
Jane
Owen
and
Murray.
Pat
and one in Connecticut. In addi- one
oring
in
home economics at
Lassiter will apply his ability
demonstration by recounting
PADUCAB • it
— The Mction, there were numerous small- the
Murray State. She is 20 Years
She is 20 years old, a brunette Vaughn.
story of Norvalb selling a
Cracken,--C ounty Strawberry to make cars run safer. smoother,
er fires throughout the N e w new homeowner
of age, has brown hair and with blue eyes. She is majoring
'Gro„),‘s Association opened its more comfortably and more
a golden I4y
—14egland states.
brown eyes. Sewing and cooking in business and has music as a
for his front door for 950.00
shipping sheds here Thursday economically at Holcomb ChevJ. Matt Sparkman, Dean of
Meanwhile, in the South, the
comprise her hobbies.
hobby.
Great salesmen of the past Students at Murary
with harvesting of what may be rolet, 504 Maple Street, MUrray.
State College,
flooding Red River crested but
sold people things they did not has scheduled six
a bumper crop in most areas
In the sports field, she enjoys
commencement
In sports she enjoys dancing,
wasn't receding in the Clarence, want,
and in doing so raised addresses.
of west Kentucky already undertennis and swimming.
tennis, and swimming.
La., area. Lower parts of Clar- their
standard of living, he said
FORT BENNING, Ga. —PFC way.
He will sneak Art4t*-totlentling
ence were under 15 feet of water,
Elkins concluded his talk by schools: Woodland
Relus C. Woocke.-20, whose wife,
Shipping points here will handle
Mills, Tennesand the business section was like saying
FIVE DAY FORECAST
75 degrees. Minor day to day Nancy, live at 607 Olive St., the crop from the area west
that he "thanked God 'see on May 9,
}axon Elementary School
South Marshall
an island with a diminishing
changes with some cooling ex- Murray, participated in the Third of the Tennessee River for the
that he lived in a nation where on May
Route 3 Murray, Ky.
14. Trezavant, Tennessee
perimeter.
By United Press
pected about Sunday. Precipita- Army Rifle and Pistol Matches next three weeks. Growers have
these great salesmen of the past on May
May 8th, 1957
15, Fulgham, Kentucky
Flash floods struck west Texas,
Kentucky — Temperatures for tion Will average one to
had gone about their work to on
two at Fort Berining, Ga., April 29- estimated that 1,000 acres are Ledger fe Times
May 16, Olmstead, Illinois the five - day period. Saturday
and 10-15 families stranded on improve
inches in showers and thunder- May 4.
the standards of living on May
in strawberry production in the North 4th St.
24, and Golconda, Illinois through Wednesday, Will average
rooftops of Christoval had to be of people
storms
Saturday
over the country by on
and Sunday- and
His father, Kelley M. Woods, Jackson Purchase area alone, or Murray. Ky.,.
May 27.
41kocued by helicot.ter when the selling
near
the
Kentucky
normal
of
again
about Wednesday
them something they did
lives at 1101 Poplar.
about twice as many as last Dear Sir:
Conch() River overflowed
its not want to buy."
We want to thank you for
year.
banks. The Trinity River also
Visiting Rotarians were Roscoe
In the Bowling Green area, your kindness is showing us
flooded an oil field, and 1,000 Redpath of
Harrison, Arkansas,
c Times.
the late -cold snap and dry through the Ledger
persons were unable to escape Herman
Reynolds of Paris, Tenn.
weather have delayed the crop, Wordis can't express our appreciaexcept by heavy
Wally Hamilton of Ozark Airbut growers are encouraged by tion.• We certainly 'did enjoy it.
Widespread flash floods in lines
was a guest of L. D. Miller.
We learned many new things
predictions of rain.
•
Colorado Thursday were trigger- A. Carman
had as his guest Roy
Managers of both the growers that we hadn't even though of
ed by rains of more than three Skinner.
George Hart had his
association in the Bowling Green before.
inches. At Aurora. Colo, a moth- son-in-law
, Gene landatilt.
Thank you very kindly.
area, have predicted that if the
er and her two children dr:Awned
D. L. Divelbiss reported atSixth Grade of Faxon
when a wall of water rushed in- tendance
rain doesn't Cottle soon, the strawlast week at 91 per
School,
berry crop will be cut drastical4 their basement apartment.
cent.
Shirley Futrell
ly.

Regulation Stiff
On Coturnix Quail

1.29
59c
29c
;ENT

?.4c
!4c
Z4c
10c

in

Local Students
Receive Awards

Thunderstorms
And Showers Are
Widespread Today

-.

Leases On Oil
Rights Are Taken

Milton Lassiter ,
Graduates From
Bear School

Big Berry Crop Is
Forecast For Purchase

Matt Sparkman Has
Full Schedule

Relus C. Woods
In Arms Matches

Letter To Editor

Russia May Appeal Directly
To Congress On A-Test Ban

May Accept Partial Open
Skies Agreement With Russia

By HENRY SHAPIRO
United Press Staff Correspondent
%MOSCOW tiPt — The Supreme
Soviet resolved tesday to appeal
directly to the American Congress
and British Parliament for an
immediate end to nuclear test
explosions.

The Supreme Soviet earlier
unanimously approved Communist
Party Chief Nikita Khrushchey's
sweeping shakeup of the nation's
industry — after adding a number
of amendments.
In making his report, Gromyko
spoke for 20 minutes. He discussForeign Minister Andrei Gro- ed the London disarmament conmyko charged before Russia's ferente and the overall negotia(Continued on Page Five)
parliament that the Western powers "consistently oppose a n d
iaclerrnine efforts to reach agreerent" on disarmament.
In a report on atomic tests,
he reiterated that Russia will
continue to produce nuclear
weapons and guided, missiles as
long as there is no agreement
banning them.
By UNITED PRESS
After Gromyko's report — his
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
first to parliament since succed- cloudy and warm with
scattered
ing Dmitri Shepilov as foreign thunderstorms likely this
afterminister — the Supreme Soviet noon, tonight ond
Saturday. High
voted its direct approach to today and Saturday
mid 80s,
American and British lawmak- low tonight low 60s.
ers
The resolution called for all
Some 530 a.m. temperatures:
three parliaments to organize a Louisville 65, Lexington
60, Pajoint committee which would ducah 66, Bowling
Green 6
exchange opinions on the methods Covington 62,
London 56
nd
of outlawing tests and eventually Hopkinsville 60.
banning use of nucleiii: weapons.
Evansville, Ind., 8

[

By WILLIAM GALBRAITH
United Press Stan Correspondent
WASHINGTON ,IPt —The United
States is hinting it will accept
a partial "open skies" aerial iirspection plan limited to Europe,
Alaska and the eastern reaches
of Siberia. a study of Vice of
America broadcasts showed today.

-Weather
Report

KELLY SCHOOL - 1917
Top row, left to right. Crawfor, err, Jesse Key, Mart Orr, Pat Clark, Irie McNeely,
Bryan Wrather, Edna
Paschall, 011ie Paschall, Reba Bplley, Era Key, Fern Baker, Luther Jones,
Lillian Orr, Henry Cunningham.
Second row, left to right
arvin Wrather, Noble Adams, Raymond Enoch. Elvis Wrather, Leon Phillips,
Marvin Jones, Dewey C
er, Jessie Orr, Myrtle Jones, Margie Wilkerson, Robie Bradley, Ara Mortin,
Pearl
Cooper, Ruble Coop , Verba Baker, Essie Armstrong.
Third row, le to right. teacher, W. H,. Jones, Adolphus Webb, Shanon Webb,
Goldie Orr, Samie Paschall,
Buren Baker enon Hall, Vester Orr, Elisha Ky, Ed Morton, Hollie Orr,
Fladie Clark, Pearl Paschall, Vera
Jones, V
e Charlton.
Fc.41fth row, left to right, Ware Key, Mavis Wrather, Chester Brad-ley,
Mable
le Orr, Corine Armstrong, Mamie Underwood, Gracie Enoch, Cleatie Paschall,Key, OdeLl.Key, Reba Bradley,
Corez Baker, Addie 'Adams,
ueenie Baker, Sallie Armstrong.
Fifth row, left to right, Johnny Armstrong, Melton Paschall, Parvin
Paschall. Shaun Ellis, Coil Enoch, Hafford Orr, Julian Orr, Aubrey 'Jones, Cloves Orr, Dalie Paschall, Genova
Charlton, Ophie Orr, Zetell Morton,
Marvan Key.
•
.1

filament nesoitiations with the
suggestion that Russian sky insnectors be allowed to fly over
Alaska and the entire western
United Steles. with American
inspectors permitted to fly over
Siberia: a „small section. of western
Russia and much of Europe.
The United States said this
represented a significant advance
over previous Russian positions
One broadcast said such a but a detailed
reply would have
olan would be "an effective to await lengthy study.
first step" in 'preventing surprise
However "Voice" now has given
knockout attacks- in the nuclear. some del
ailed reaction. One
age. It said this kind of test broadcast conliiirred
the hint of
area could be expanded to more., a Europe - Alaska
- Siberia
important areas later.
compromise. It put it this way:
The Europe - Alaska - Siberia
"It is felt that ,1,4e first aerial
compromise could be the Ameri- inspection
might 'take place in
can answer to a recent Soviet those areas where
the American
proposal for getting President and Soviet forces
are in closest
Eisenhower's open skies inspec- juxaposition to
each .other — in
tion plan into operation.
Europe and in the Bering Straits
The President proposed at the which reparate Alaska
and Si1955 Big Four Summit meelmir beria. This would
be an effective
at Geneva that Russia and thr...firSt -step in preventing
largeUnited States agreed to let each:scale surprise attack.
"
other make photo reconnaissance
This thinking is in line with
flights over each other's territory remarks by
the President at his
to make sure neither was mass- Wednesday news
conference. He
ing for a surprise nuclear attack, told questioners that
disarmament
.The Soviet Union at firs{ belit- inspection probably is
"going to
tled the area. But Russia came come about through
some....
forward at current London disar- evolutionary developmen
t."
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Giants Have Roy Sievers s The One Man
More On List Slugger Of The Senators

MAJOR LEAGUE

PUBLISHED BY LEDGES it TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and Toe
.imes-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian,. Januar)
1, 1942
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NEW YORK 't?' - Tke•
York Giants, beset, by
since the start of sprin
aming,
today were confron
with two
more casualties.
Center f
er Willie Mays.
bothere•
y a persistent virus
Ate
was taken to a hospita.
esday for a complete check-up,
while right fielder Don Mueller
was sidelined with a groin inCB
jury.
Mueller-Was expected to return
to the lineup for today's gam,
1 t, but Mays probably will have to
'remain in the hospital at least
2
until the weekend series.
24/
4
9

'JAMES C. WILLIAALS, PUBLISHER

By FRED DOWN
five-game losing streak and put
United Press Sports Writer
them back into a tie for the AL
- The lowly Washington Sena- lead with the New York yr-,
tors can't claim many distinctions kees.
but they've got the cltoest thing
Sievers. who has knocked in
to a ••one-man offense" in slugSATIONAIL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITN1ER CO., 1308
more than 25 per cent of the 89
ger Roy Sievers.
Monroe. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
runs the Senators nave scored
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boly-stoaSi..BOSI°r•
A rugged native of St. Louis, in 23 games this year, hammered
Mo., the 30-yeaf-old outfielder a three-run homer off Frank
glistered at the Post Otlioe, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
is belting away at a .330-clip and Lary in the third inning to give
Second Class Matter
W
L
I
leads the American League with the Nats a 3-1 lead and led off
New York
12
.631
24 runs bataxi in. He blasted his a -two-run ninth - inning rally
GIJBECRIPTION ftetTES: By Carrier ur Murray. per week 20c,
Chicago
.632
Per
sixth home run of the seasen with a double. Jim Lemon follacaseh 85c. In CaLoway and adjo.ning comities. Pc: Year $3.an; cise12 9 .371
Thursday and knocked in three lowed with a 425-foc.t triple and
'Mere, a-Lau.
.556
10
runs as the Senators beat the scored moments later on Lew
City,
—'.. Kan
11 1(1 .324
Detroit Tigers, 8-5, and present- Berberet's single.
FRIDAY — MAY 10, 1957 r, It
11 11 .500
ed Cookie _Lavagetto with his
Baltimore.
8 11 .421
Lary Suffers Third Lou
first victory as a major league
TVA FINANCING.-Washington
5 18 .21Z
manager.
Lary,
the league's leading win•
The Senators, ending a 10ner with 21 victories lasa season,
enator John Sherman t'uul•er of Kentue
game losng streak that began
has introsuffered his third defeat comunder former manager Charley
filltrttet-frg--2tet fen- -4-he-41-tie-e*/
• -V-a-lieypared with two victories.. Lary,
Dressen April 28, also had a
Authority that is -tiesigned to satisf
resident Eisenhow - Chicago 2 Boston 0
pitcher go nine innings and win 3-1 against Washingtcn last year,
yielded nine hits and five earned
for the- first time this year. Camer's- demand that the author:
e independent of Con- Washington 8 Detroit 5
runs in six innings.
Only games scheduled).
ilo.,,Pli4cual was the -man of disgress, and tha-t a law be
assed to_ prevent further extinction," despite the fact he
Wilson, always a fine, spring
LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1? -Un- yielded 11 hits and
pansion.
walked two pitcher, snapped the White Sox'
beaten Eddie Machen, fresh from batters.
iaalav please some !Southern senators, and
losing streak with a flourish as
His act does
Iris 21st straight victory, was
he _prevent0 red-hot Ted 1,17:4;.scori. Lit.
-Attale•readP-- -Parnir-fttrik-- liarils firorn getting the ball out
Jim
Jim
Norris'
Wilson,
35-year'
assurance
Kansas
City
Cleveland.
opposed
-old -reat
night
he would
‘‘- ho favor self-financing but who are
ti-hu? nut•
'try to 'match San Francisco Ed- tread" from the National League, of the infield in four tries. Wil-N ev.' York at Baltimore. night
liams, who went into the game
to
kinds of restrictiohs oh expansion.
die
and
struck
out
nine
Tommy
and
Hurricane Jackhurled a
W. 'ashingtun at Boston. night
son for 'a heavyweight challeng- five-hitter to give the Chicago. hitting .474 and who had hit
.argue that the demand for power is increasing •
Wednesday's
ers' battle at Madison Square White Sox a 21.0 victiry over three home runs. in
so fast t may become economical and desirable to build
the Boston Red Sox in the only 4-1 victory over Chicago, popped
Garden in July.
--plants _outside presen., TVA limits in order to better .
Machen. second - ranking con- other big league game Thursday. up, grounded out twice a n d
terve territory inside .and they cite the effort made it) Chicago at Detrou
tender, showed much improve- The win snapped the Wnite Sox' struck out.
ment Friday night. Kentt4gity
•
build a 1.4 steam
years ago at Fulton,. Ten7,,,,;„ - City at Cleteland
Derby clic. before only ,3,800
•
...At- Baltimore
'7'
-,
-:
.
c
.
n•
Ilesbee. uh....the-MiSsissiiipi River:
. -,:
fans in huge Freedom Hall as
.
I Washcr"-at •Boston
•
he whipped Joey Maxim much
. 1i has been our belief e% et since President EisenhoSmore impressively than in their
:as elected in 19•5'..! that Rep.ibiican friends of TVA, ,
er %,
first bout last January.
W L Pct GB
such as Senator Cooper, can
Us. more good than some ,
Again 24-year-old Machen of
• -as a political foot- ; Mthcaukce
13 6 .634
Dernocrats who are inclined to use it
San Francisco won a unanimeu,
---t-Cibeirmati13- 7- .650 -14-- 10-round
decisior, over the an-balt .
• ' BrotaVyn •
.'
-12_ 1
'
—741-and flabby- ex---ttgh-r-hcavy For whatever even the Most prejudiced- partisan can •‘-'t T ...is •
10 8 .556 224 weight champion:
•
but this tine
10 9 .526 3
May 7, 1957
in more lopsided fashion. Thirty68y about Senator co,,i ,iq• he- has proved himself to be .PhNei18`6.1e..rPhrka
8 13 .381 6
TOTAL HEAD 991
five-year-old
Cleveland
Joe..
one of TVA's best friends. not _only in t4 current *stession Chicago
5 .2
8
35
7
5 13
30 61-2L3
who now lives in Miami. appearGood Quality Fat Steers
OE ("ingress but le:(•le. and his integrity and sinc-ertty Pittsburgh
$20.00.
ed on the verge of a kayo a•
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle .15.00-19.00
least three times. Machen weighare above question.
Baby Beeves
ed 11034; Maxim. 189.
16.00-22.00
Therefore. We It;:lit•N t.- his - TVA
roposal should. I.
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Norris hoped to arrange 11-,
12.00-14.50
t•onsi,lered oft itsi- merit•,. it is. frankl, a compromise b-,...
Jackson
Canners and Cutters
fight, becaus,
7.00-11.50
champion Floyd Patterson is reas c.!.n.edian George (.;!_•:.,.1 would,...they may be the
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American League

S

•

3Iachen May
Meet Jackson —

Yesterday'S Resat* _

FULL-FIELD-YIELDS
that count!
The only true measure of any hybrid is how it
performs on ALL your corn-acres-not just on a
small, favored piece of ground. Last year, Funk's
6-Hybrids again demonstrated- their capacity to
snake record full-field-yields, in this and every

Today's Games

•

other iniportant corn growing area. And because
Funk's G-Hybrids are consistently good, year after
year-depend on them for full cribs and top pro-

They

Tomorrow's Games

on your farm.Plant

our next crop to Funk's-G,

tos:il A

port .se'Cil'al

AWAVeit MOM,
"mos
...plant them!.

— MARKET *REPORT —

-National League

-

Murray Livestock Co.

__Sides Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

Parker Pop Corn
Company

-.Machen

Yesterday's Results

South Second

Street

4

Murray, Kentucky

SERVING THE FARMER SINCE 1937

Today's Gaines

10

Yecsis ti.7o This Week

'

Tomorrow's Games

ottot &dim

Fight Results

Many Farm Implements At Sacrifice Prices

j,',.

1, •,...r, .1. ri,...;,,7-
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1 Busi-:: DISC HARRN
FREEZER
3
DISC HARROWS
ZENITH HOME FREEZER
with

NEW RCA

itactuatt.

:5

•

BOG

FURCHES says:

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED

Aar
. scene
ayri,
from -THE NAKED HILLS," '-which is stio',%ing along at the Varsity Theatre, starting today, as a doutde feature 'with Leo Goreey-and the Bowery Boys
A-nove, Mytna Dell and

3

•amu
os 57 eviel
tsa •-c.e—ert 2 a,g•
•i c
• -e

Now

!a

,
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OWN A_SISAIV
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• *.

A

NEW

FREEZER SUPPLIES - -

Representing BMA In The
Murray Area!

()
to

DISK PLOW BLADES
DISK HARROW BLADES
PLOW POINTS

Let Neil Etheridge show you how
you can get the most from your
insurance dollars with BMA protection.
Phone 1939-M
720 1 2 Sycamore - Murray

20% OFF
MOWER GUARDS

MUSI SMALL TOOLS
SHOP EQUIPMENT
ALSO -

One Nice DRINK BOX - Almost New!

LIFE INSURANCE • ACCIDENT ard HEALTH • GROUP
HOSPITALIZATION • MAJOR MEDICAL • ANNUITIES

"laticATor
17 .••e
s rot '4,1 weer.
cant.
•

ALL

This Man Can Help You
Plan For A Secure Future
NEIL W. ETHERIDGE

•1111SCIttA"

NOT _Ws:
BUT ONLY

USED

in -CRASHING GLA.S V.-‘4;.\*•'

FOR THE BEST DEAL \
IN TOWN! .**
YOUR CHOICE

ha' at

WHIRLPOO
NEWRE
L
rRIC

TELEPHONE 1200

•

6- tteal,•t• —a ,rtV•tl.
3,•1 — a. -e• • Valiant'
%neap

PLANTERS TRACTOR EQPT. Co

lusiNt - t-0-4. MEN'S.

urches Jewelry
3.- 4th' St.

A546•1 -11 •NC:12

0.6

ON PADUCAH HIGHWAY AT CITY LIMITS

Ph. 193.3

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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- THE LEDGER & TIMES

Fishing
Report

TRY THESE FOR SIZE
by

HUSH PUPPY

Water surface: Temperature 55
ped with small skirt. Length 4
Water level: 385.2
inches. No. 3/0 hook. Packed
Date: May 5, 1957
six baits to the carton. They
Condition: Clear
sell for $1.25 each and can be
ordered
from
Fred
Arbegast 'Kind of Fish biting-now:
Bass, being caught on surface
Company, 313 West North Street,
plugs. Size of catches, excelent.
Akron, Ohio.
Crappie, being caught on minnows. Size of catches. excelent.
striped Bass, being caught on
minnows and spinners. Size of
catches, good.
Bream de, Bluegill, being caught
-on redworms. Size of catches,
excellent.
Catfish, being etughr on cut
bait. Size of catches, excellent.
Parties catching Fish: We are
always talking about such great
fishermen as Dr. I. Will and
Sound given off by sonic lures Xverett Young of St. Louis and
No. 3 Hawaiian Wiggler- is the newest and hottest thing (Herman Johnson of Hardin, KenOe., (with front spinner):
for catching fish. And here is tucky, coming in with great
-06-‘11 -4•1464---4..410
ebnie-htre strtngs-of - teats;- but this -week
spin- that paid off handsomely for -we want to mention some of
ner leg the same webdtAes tealtwo California fishermen.
the youngsters. Jimmy and Bobby
paiv as the regular No 3 plus adThey had fished the shoreline Dick of Kirkwood, Missouri, had
ditional flash and action. Equip- with 11-i results
and thought a a string of crappie that ,would
bit of trolling might be pro- make any fisherman envious, and
ductive as well as restful. It little Billy Anderson III of Hopproved only restful, as one,fish- kinsville had more fish -than
erman trolled a sonic lure (one both Pa and Grandpa. Other
which gives off noisy jound.vib- persons e
fish this week
à
rations), and the lather trolled were Howell Patton of Franklin,
a spinner-type lure.
;Ky. had a nice string of fish,
Suddenly, the fisherman using one 'of them a 61
/
2-pound bass.
the spinner-type lure decided to Powell Potts of Franklin, Ky.
change to a sonic type. No sooner and A. B. Knight had the nicest
had his lure added its sound to string of bass caught in many
that of the other fisherman's a day, 17 with several 4-poundlure when both their rods jump- ers.
FRANKFORT .(IPI --Anglers are
Outlook for the Week: We have
stiU taking long lines of crappie ed forward with the impact of
at most lakes around the state, almost simultaneous strikes!
had some bad winds in 'the last
In a brief but happily hectic two or three days, but if you
although the crappie run had
slowed down Thursday at Ken- time they had two limits, hand are a fly fisherman or a crappie
picked. Their theory is that the fisherman, this week should prove
hisky Lake.
`The state Department of Fish combined sound of two sonic to be the best. I would especially
and Wildlife Resources said ex- lures brought up fish from the this week for fly fishermen as
perienced fishernien were hav- depths.
the bass are really hitting the
When last seen they were .re- popping bugs.
ing good luck 'et up to eight foot
ported excitedly chattering somedepths at Kentucky Lake.
Honest John
Bass fishing was reported pick- thing about trying a whole school
John Shruat, Manager
ing up with white bass being of sonic lures because if two
Ky. Lake State Park Boat
taken around the Eggner's Ferry are better than one, well, three
Dock
Bridge and below the dam at or more might be even deadlier.
Box 109, Murray, Ky.
(P.S. In case you're a trolling
Kentucky Lake...
Phone 2260-Ex. 66
Crappie was rated as the lop enthusiast, game laws should be
cleh at Cumberland Lake with checked before yielding to such
hiss activity increasing. Da'e promising Impulses!)
Hollow listed crappie as its best
Forty-six years ago (1911), the
offering with bass being taken
on minnows by still fishing.
Navy ordered its first airplane
Herrington Lake reported from Glen Curtis. It was the
'white bass as the best bet vSith eight-cylinder A-1, costing $5,500.
bluegill the leading catch at which could fly "at least 45 miles
Dewey Lake.
an hour."
by
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Sonic Type
Lure Is
Praised
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Crwie Run
* Stows On
Kentucky Lake

Special
Prize Is
To Be Given

STUBBLEFIELD'S GROCERY
e
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Rods - Reels - Poles - Minnows
Bait - Gas - Oil - Groceries Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing License - Soft Drinks

es
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- ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest

"The Ledger & Times -will present an adltional prize to the person sending in the best fish
story of the current contest.
It will be issued along with
the awards in the Fishing Contest and must concern a local
incident in the county concerning fishing.
The stories must be mailed in
to the Ledger & Times starting
I today and before midnight August 12th. They will be'judged by
a committee at the Ledger &
!Times and will be announced upon that basis.
The stories must hold a partial'
in the sense that it is reasonable. But one can elaborate
providing that it originates solely
with Caloway County. A person
does not, however, have to be
a resident of the county to enter
or even of the state.
One story we cannot use, for
example
( one that a young girl
told mellast week. "Down near
Concord we used to have turtles
as an automobile
that served
.- terry. "That seems a little too
artificial. But if she proves it
she is in line for the prize.

....rommimmommw.
for the VACATION
YOU'VE DREAMED OF
• Reasonable

Rates - Cottages, Motel Rooms, Apartments.

• Tennis

[GE

• Golf
• Water Sports
• Swimming in our beautiful filtered swimming
pool.

LER

FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS SERVICE
At The

Lynhurst Resort

FF

"ON THE SHORES OF BEAUTIFUL -KENTUCKY LAKE"

Phone ID-6-9331

Route 6

Your family
will favor
When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food ...
.visit -

SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with

1111111111111•11111116.

URBANA, Ill.
University of Illinois agriculture specialists have channeled their talents
to the problem of storing farm
machinery and produced a number of workable solutions.
"You can get flexible farm mamachinery s'torage Cans that will
help you build exaMy what you
need for a specific farm," said
Don Jeciele, extension agricultural engineer at the school's college of agriculture.
•"The most importarlt thing to
do is figure how many square
feet of floor space each machine
will need. Add these figures to
needed area."
get a total
Jedele suggested that best use
may be made of space by making
side-opening sheds for from 28 to
32 feet wide, while drive-through
constructed
should
be
sheds
from 36 to 40 feet wide.
"Divide the total area needed
by the width of the plan chosen
to find needed length." Jedele
advises. "But don't forget to allow for other machines which
maybe purchased later."
According to Jedele, latest plans
completely
eliminate
interior
posts.
"Most new buildings are clearspan with plenty of room for
movng machinery inside," he
said. "Machine sheds do not need
'
-hi be closed."
Jedele warned that if doors
arc added, the builder must be
sure ,10 6ro.etde•roof ventilators
to let moisture out and provide
for some semblance of air-conditioning.

of

our fine food

ITUCKY

Farm Machinery
Problem Studied

HUSH PUPPIES

* ON BEAUTIFUL

KENTUCKY LAKE *

PAGE TTTREB

event. Archers can get their hop-skip-and
-jump radius than
I equipment at EnIX'S. Al himtprobably any other spot on the
self is a studeut of the game:
globe.
Kentucky Lake is the largest
Fisher-people who like to mix man-made
lake in the world
water sports with their Catches, with a
shoreline of some 2.380
here's a clue-phene ID -6-9331. miles.
It's 195 miles long, has
an average depth of 23 feetDr. Harry M. Sparks, MSC pro- a
Some of TVA's large tributary which the tributary lakes
maximum depth of 70 feet.
will
fessor was honored with the
lakes are higher than they were . go during the recreation
season
College year book, Shield dediThe inventor of the steamboat, a year ago, and others are lower, will be determined entirely by
cation last week and what do John Fitch,
died at Bardstown in bat in general - they are in "fair • the amount of rainfall and runoff
Jc Sand rid ge and Tree. you think
staff chose for a 1878.
shape" as the new recreation during the next two months,
Crabtree of Hartlyville mopped picture-Dr.theHarry
flaked out
season gets under way, TVA and on power requirements of
up on crappie in the county Wed- in fisher-p
eople's duds holding
Reelfoot Lake was created said today. All mainriver lakes the system.
nesday and Thursday, reports one of his
prize CATCHES. Who from the"New
TVA said that rainfall in April
Madrid earthquake are at approximately the same
Stanford Andrus of the Murray 'sez' the pupils
dont' know. their vedich. turned the
waters of the elevation they were at the same was above normal for the month,
Coal & Ice Company who weigh- teach.
time
last year.'
•
;but that virtually all of it came
Mississiptii in 1811-12.
ed in a total of 60 all caught
'in the earlier part of the month.
,
with live bait. The Hart Courty
Figures
released by TVA today
Dr. Denham of Flemingsburg
The average rainfall throughout
Here is a trolling idea-if the
pair caught 34 the first day.
compared lake elevations on May
brought in sizable catches recent- LURE
the basin was 5.16 inches, comtwists your light line, put
1.
ly, caught near the darn. He us- a swivel on
pered with a 65-year average
the end, then about
Mr. Andrus also told of good ually started at dusk,
staying 18 inches of lighter nonofilament • Four of the large tributary for the month of 4.38 inches.
CATCHES both
lakes were higher than on the
Monday and 'out until Late.
Heaviest, fall came in the eastern'
and youre LURE. Yoy'll get
Tuesday. He is really rushed by
same date 'in 1956. Watauga Lake
away from the twisted line-and
part el the basin, where the
in
costumers who have a. craze for
east
Tennessee
Popping
was about 40 average was 6 inches,
bugs
and
surface if you get snagged you can break
almost
Dude Jigs; seems that is the LURES are apparently producing
feet higher. South Holston Lake
the lighter line and lose only
two inches more than the longLURE of the moment.
in Tennessee-Virginia was about
limit catches all over the lake. the LURE,
range
average. 'The rainfall in
instead of the LURE N
I4ort
fztcahro
ighlienra....G
Cehoargi
tugae Laken2 the western half of the Valley
Spring lizards are being used to and a lot
of line-which might
Q. C. Mck.emore,
about
good...arteantagii--- was -447.2., inches, somewhat under- -"e
ay back 'arflt
Lb. Crappie at Morgan's grofeet higher;_ and Nottely Lake,
•
the long-range, average ot 4.73
cery on the Concord Highway alid
in Georgia, some 7 feet higher.'
Eddie Hill, Nashville Country
inches.
A spinner makes a fly or buckgains the lead in that class. Its Music artist, likes to fish these
Boone Lake in east Tennessee
tail look alive
it makes the was at about the same
a good start, now who can chal- parts and wields a
elevation
nice cast.
hair and feathers really wiggle.
lenge Mac? Just for fun Mr. Moras it was a year ago.
Fifty-nine years ago (1898),
gan himself went bass hunting
Other, tributary lakes ve e r e Spanish rule ended
A three pound crappie headed
in the Pacific
Fishing
conditions
are con- lower: 'Norris Lake, east
with friends and what do you the catch of John Gregory,
Tenduring the Battle of Manila Bay.
a
think he caught, but 8 Crappies. tourist who fished near Concord stantly changing- this morning nessee, about 15 feet; Cherokee In the
few short hours
they /hay be feeding on the stirSeems its a we bit early for Mr. last week.
and Douglas Lakes itaa.Tea-,iCtieemodorge Dewey.after
told
face-this. noon you'll havz to go
Bass.
nessee, about. To* feet each; Fon- the captain- of his
flagship, USS
'deeper for therri- maybe go
tana
Lake
in North Carolina, Olympia': "You may fire when
Has fishing is producing well from casting
to trolling.
about four feet; and Hiwassee ready, Gridley,"
Speaking Or fish I'm hungry, at Eggners Ferry and Fred Hartt he Spanish
We expect to have 'the entry Lake,
think I'll motor out to Sue and stern of Louisville caught one of
in North Carolina, about squadron of ten ships was
deblanks at our sponsors houses two
Charlie's for . that tasty dinner the best strings seen at the lake
feet.
stroyed at the loss of only six
early next week. If possible you
TVA said that the heights to American
their chef is preparing, afterward in years last weekend.
lives..
can use ('he forms on the fisha boat ride at Irvin Cobb's
ing
Contest
pages
or
bring
your
should relax me for the evening.
The 22nd annual convention of fish by the Ledger & Times
to be
the League of Kentucky sports- weighed
and cleared..
Albert Enix of Enix Sporting men will be held in Louisville
Goods and Carpentery on the June 8-10.
PROCLAMATION
Concord Road was right enthused
In the wining and defending
over the Archers Tournament beBarkley Lake, when completed
ing held at the lake this week- will lie side-by-side in Kentucky of our American freedom, the
on Concord Highway
end. The participants who shoot with the world's largest man- volunteer spirit symbolized by
SCOTT-ATWATER MOTORS
the largest carps will receive made body of water, Kentucky the Minute Man of 1775 has
BOATS
MINNOWS • FISHING
awards from the Kentucky Ar- Lake, offering more concentrated always tipped the scales in our,
favor. In times of peace, that
chers Association, sponsors of the fishing opportunities
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
within a volunteer spirit
has constantly
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
overcome obstacles in the path
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
of our progress. It is an outLIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
standing trait in the American
BOATS and MOTORS
character to pitch in and help
get the job done when a job
nods doing for the common good.
Since 1941. the Minute Man
of Concord as carved by Daniel
(May 3 through August 12, 1957, inclusive)
Chester French is the statue that
Fishing Contest
stands there "by the rude bridge
THE LEDGER AND TIMES
that arched the flood" has been
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Murray, Ky.
the emblem of the volunteers
CLASS A ( ) CLASS B ( ) CLASS C
) who have carried on
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
A - Contest for men; Class B - Contest for women;
the greatest
Class C - Juniors who have 'not attained 16th birthday at
I
program of all time: The
ICE CHESTS
time of thrift
United States Savings Bonds
catch. If entry is by a junior write age, birth date on border.)
I hereby certify that I caught the fish described and that the Program.
-•following statements are true:
Thanks to the efforts of these
BOTH
CRUSHED
Kind of Fish
bond volunteers during the past
Date Caught
sixteen years. Americans today
and BLOCK ICE
hold in Series E and H bonds
Weight
Length
Girth
-• alone s'ome $41 billion in savihgs
for the future. More than that
414 So. 4th St.
Lake or stream where caught
sum out of their bond savings
has already been used to build
State
mirlinns of new homes, eaten
County
Fishing License No,
them. for modern living, to improve old dwellings and farms,
Rod Used
Reel
to educate young people for
more useful and rewarding lives,
Line
Test
Leader
Test
to add to the comfort and Security
of retirement years, and in countKind of fly, plug or live bait used
less other ways to add to our
enjoyment of the freedom and

TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

ENIX

SPORTING GOODS

The Ledger 6i. Times
FISHING CONTEST

Murray Coal & Ice Co.

(class

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE .OUR LIVINCd

aboundance in

Color of plug or fly pattern used

IRVIN COBB RESORT,Inc.

t he homeland

these Bonds have helped to defend.
As close as possible, list exact site, -approximate depth -where fish
In conjunction with the Mayors
was caught and time of day:
of other cities throughout the
Country. I therefore proclaim
May, 1957. to be Minute Man
Month and urge all citizens to
join in expanding the volunteer
Savings Bonds program to meet
If requested to do so by-the judges, I agree to furnish an at- the needs of our growing population and our great future.
fidavit attesting to the truth of the above statements.
Geo Hart. Mayor
BE SURE TO GIVE FULL ADDRESS
Caught by (signed)
Telephone
COLORED MILK BOOTTLES

Address

WE INVITE YOU TO ENJOY

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

City

State

ROUTE 6
(
"
Turn Off Highway
94E Near Murray

N
COTTAGES • SAND BEACH
COMPLETE DOCK
FACILITIES
BOATS • MOTORS
BAITS - GAS - OIL

state agriculture department says
Fish witnessed and measurements verified by:
milk in amber-colored bottles has
a better flavor than that placed
I. Name
2, Name
in clear glass bottles. The department said tests show light
Address
Address
the homogenized variety, and,
that milk in clear bottles lett in
I am enclosing a clear photograph of myself arid the fish and a short the
sunlieti for 20 minutes sufletter describing how I caught the fish 'to gain 10 extra points. fers serious
flavor impairment.
(Check here if you are doing this for the extra points (

lst-35
Ist-35
Ist-35
I st-30
Ist-30
Ist-35

•

oefirit'

- FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS -

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS
FOOD at MODERATE PRICES

HOME OF THE BIG

Points
I. Smallmouth or Largemouth Bass caught on
artificial or live bait
2. Crappie caught on live bait
3. Crappie caught on artificial bait
4. Bluegill caught on artificial or live bait
5. Catfish caught on pole or line.
6. Striped Bass caught on artificial or live bait

-

PICNICING FACILITIES

MONTPEI,IER, Vt. -4.6- The

Division Classes

t
Ay
1
et,N
P

FISHING CONTEST
Prizes Galore !

2nd-20
2nd-20
2nd-20
2nd-15
2nd-15
2nd-20

Rules

• RODS • REELS • POLES
• HOOKS
• LINES

I. The contest is divided into News.
4. In case of a tie. earliest
three divisions, Class, A - men;
Class B - women; Class C .,,.,.cntry wins.
5. Contest open to fish caught
minors who have not reached
their 16th birthday. Each class between, May 3 and August 12,
will be awarded a grand prize inclusive.
6. The object of the contest is
for the individual compiling the
greatest number of points at the to enter as many times as possible in each division class and
conclusion of the contest.
2. The person .in eheh class thus acquire the greatest possiblc
who obtains the greatest number number of points so as to win
of points from all divisional the grand prize.
classes will be declared winner
7. No one connerted with the
'of the contest in their respective Ledger & Times, any sponsors
class and awarded the grand or commercial fishermen, or
prize. All other 1st and 2nd class Kentucky Lake .guides will be
winners will recei-,o prizes as eligible to receive any prizes.
indicated.
8. Entry blanks may be ob3. Points will be awarded up- tained at any sponsoring business
on the basis of the largest fish house whose ad appears in the
by weight with the entrants be- Fishing Section' ofthe Ledger &
ing notified each week through Times each Friday, or direct
the Ledger, de Times Fishing from the pages of this paper.

• SINKERS
EVERYTHING
TO SUIT THE
FISH"..RMANS NEEDS!

ONE STOP for

LUNCH - BAT-g' SUPPLIES - ICE - GAS - OIL
WE

DIRECT

YOU TO THE RIG ONES

MORGAN'S GROCERY
1 2 Mile From

City Limits On Concord Road

-

•

-

•
I

•

•
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Weddings

Women's Pa ge
Jo Burkeen, Editor.
.. Phone 694-1\1-4 or 763-J

Club News

Olhausen-Cain IV edding l'ows Read

KIRKSEY
4-H News,

Locals
Activities
PERSONALS

A daughter, Norita A n n,
weighing seven
pounds fur
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Cassity, Jr., of Golden Pond Route Two on Wednesday, May 1, at the Murray Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs...Npble Reed, Jr..
of Murray Route Two announce
the birth_of a daughter_Gaynell,
weighing six pounds 814 ounces,
born on Thursday, May 2, at the
Murray
. Hospital.

The•-kiritsey Junior 4-H Club
met Wednesday, May 1st at 9:00.
Michael Palmer called the meeting to order. The Pledge to the
flags were given by Hugh Outland and Joe Pat Hughes.
Pam Tidwell read the devotion
from Matthew 7:1-7, then we
discussed our summer projects
for the girls and the boys. Mrs.
Evelyn Palmer talked 'about a
recreation center for the summer
on each Friday night. Mrs. Wrather Jed our songs. There were
6'7 present and two leaders.
Michael Palmer adjourned the
meeting.

THURSDAY — MAY 9, 1957
Charlotte Whitnell will be presented in a recital at seventhirty o'clock at the high school
auditorium.
••• •
Saturday, May 11
Murray Star chapter No. 433
The annual recital by t h e
students of Mrs. D. F. McCon- Order of the Eastern Star will
nell will be held at the Wo an's hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
Club House at seven u'
Those taking part are asked to o'clock.'
• •• •
be present by six-forty-five
Wednesday, May 15
o'clock.
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Tuesday, Nay 14
. . Confederacy will have a prtluck
The expression pupils of Mrs. luncheon at Mrs. W. Z. Carter's
cabin it twelve-thirty o'clock
Transportation will be furnished.

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, May

10

The' Ann Hasseltine Class of
the. Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Lester Garland at seven o'clock.

Mrs. Frank Holcomb
Opens Her Home
For Group Meeting

Mrs. Frank Holcomb opened
her home on North Seventh
Street for the meeting of Group
I of the Christian Women's Fellowship of the First Christian
Church hell:Can Tuesday, May
7, at two-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon. Mrs. Dave Hopkins
Helen Kay McCallon, Reporter and Mrs. Lola Jones were the
cohostesses.
-Schools In the Philippines"
was the subject of the program
presented by Mrs. Howard Nichols.
Mrs. Oren Hull, chairman of
the group, gave an inspizing devotion and also a resume of the
llvilies of the _..s.tate_ cunscrutoo
held recently in Paducah.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
Members present were Mesdames Karl Frazee, E. J. Beale,
Kate Kirk. Gregg Miller, Otry
Paschall, M. D. Holton, J. A.
McCord. L. M. Overbey, Oren
Hull, Rupert Parks, and Frank
Holcomb, Two guests were Sirs.
Nichols and Mrs. Warren Swami.

Luncheon Is Held
Wednesday By-The
ritris -et. Crafts Club

The Arts and 'Crafts Club held
a luncheon meeting at the Woman's Club House on Wednesday,
May 8, at twelve-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon.
Mrs. Charlie Farmer, president,
presided at the meeting. Names
were tabled for new members.
An
arrangement of summer
flowers was used on the table.
The flowers were brought by
Mn. Farmer.
*hinters- Pfesent- werr - Mrs:
Farmer, Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
Mrs. Kate Kirk, Mrs. Elbert
Lassiter, Mrs. Melas Linn, Mrs.
Lois Miller, Mrs. Mayme Randolph, Miss Mary - Shipley, Mrs.
Vernon Stubblefield, Miss Emily
Wear. Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mrs.
Louts Gatlin, Mrs. Clarence Jacobs. and Mrs. Haities-Purde.m.
One visitor was Mrs. Willie
Decker.

Engagement Announced

11,v. and Mr, David Olhit.isers hob pay ot Mvrray, nt
of Memphis. Tent.., announce the the bridegroom. was bet man.,
marriage
daughter. James W. -Olhausen gave theA
of
their
Darius. 4e Fred L. Cain--c•f--41,1-r---f-twi4e---in-.: marriage.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry
•
ray. Ky.. and Jackson Tenn. Mr.
The bride attened Lambuth I Moody, 501 . South Seventh
•Cain is the son of Mr: and Mn. College where she was a member Street. are the parents of a son,
,f Beta Simga Alpha and the Robert Cullen. weighing seven
0. L. Cain Sr. of Murray.
The wedding was solemnised- LartsbUSIT---Chornpounds 11 ounces. born on TuesThe bridegroom attended Mur- day. April 30, at the Murray
on April 13 at Forrest Herghls
Methodist Church in Jackson: ray State College and is now Hospital.
•• • •
The vows were read by Dr. Van employed by Murdock -AcceptBogard Dunn and the iather of aneeCorporation in Jackson. The One -hundred eleven years ago
the bride. Miss Joy Orhauseft couple is now residing at 326 il846t. the United States declared
\Vac. her sister's only a.'"Ts-rstan•
Walnut.
;:r on Mexico.

GOING ON AT
Our Entire Stock Of

FURNITURE

TODAY and SAT.

BIG DOUBLE
FEATURE!

•

LS
IN THE GOLDEN HELL
OF THE HIGH SIERRAS

PERSONALS

AuciloN

/WO

••-••••'..1.-••••••
. •,

"

A For

yx.eMiss Marilyn Jane Murphey
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Murphey of Paris, Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Marilyn Jane. to Robert Bernard Beach,
,on of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Roy Beach of Kankakee, Ill.
Miss Murphey will be graduated from Murray State
College in June. While in college she was a member of
Kappa Delta Pi, Delta Lambda Alpha, and the Associa,tiQn for Clildhood_Education.
Mr. Beech "graivated from Murray State College in
the class of 1955. He was a ,member of Epsilon Pi Tau
fraternity and the 'Industrial Arts Club for which he
,erved as president during his seniiii-year.
The wedding will take place on Sunday, June 23, at
four o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church,
Paris, Tenn. All friends of the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

v

THOUSANDS 0:7 DOLLARS
BiZA941111
17 'swats
habTaskabla snatintatam

7

ALL NEW Ft ItNITE.RE

I SIX BIG SALES
—

FOR 2 WEEKENDS

FIRST WEEK END —

FRIDAY, MAY 17th
SATURDAY, MAY 18th

7:30 P.M.
2:30 & 7:30 P.M.

MINUTE MAN
17 awe,

Nobleskabl• magnorlas
shock rfesSaat

NOW!

$2915

ENDS

TUESDAY

ADMISSION PRICES
Children .... 25c
Adults .... 74c
Student* (with cards)
50c
— BOTH MATINEE and NIGHT

— SECOND WEEK END —
FRIDAY, MAY 24th
7:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, MAY 25th
2:30 & 7:30 P.M.

MISS AMERICA
17 avelt
inbf
re tra/mpt.ng
ttaatawNon btscelel

$3575

GODDESS Of TUR1

COME IN EARLY AND SPOT ANY MERCHANDISE YOU
MIGHT WISH TO HAVE AUCTIONED
Storei
ev Space

Is Available For All . Purchases Until Picked Up

of

TIN
H
watch dolen' • $4950

FREE I/
ts Door Prize, and Cash Awards

GEORGE

DURING EACH SALE
CAPTAIN KIDD'S TREASURE CHEST wilV be opened at the conclusion of the
sale. Come in today and register for al:, treasure and for daily gifts.

Our store will be open for business as usual until all our
furniture and store fixtures are disposed of

STEVENS
'
00tiC17oov
,P11,

17
*
ftmad°
l° THIN,
• onbrosk.
1101.0tO
Ole marnsortni
•
Shock relittanl

chatcoard..0

1111110VA MIT GOAD
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,5950
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,von adrstmelot•
• unbreekable momovng
(rfailablt a Willi Oejelloor If K1,

AS

•s
ac.

Visor
1.YNNTON
loyal CLIPPED.

BENEDICT

J. W. HILL, Auctioneer

23 !orals • 2 4.4

Morgan's Furn. Barn
215 POPLAR ST.
PHONE 1328

17 jewels • toll. (591
2
10
4
tond.ni, waleeprool•• •
1/n1.4144+11e rosinsortng • thn4-1 resat.
1111. be. mienotot •

DULOVA DIAMOND LA PETITE

PARIS, TENN.
PHONE 1328

Immo!, • tinted In 5,e
precnon PIIIInt^10ffi‘
. ura.reakibld a.. /6500
wing •_ oxponuort
brouelof

cadmth hood.
THHWITT.
,
"*Nd h•roli
'11510.,ry, .fl4..
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lattrett7Mal IT,
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FRIDAY - MAY 10,‘.1957

[AT 9 195,
I will be pre-
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and discount houses for the con- I
Many Changes In ' sumer
dollar.
Supermarket Field
He said that since 1929 the

j

tal at sevenhe high school

'enter No. 433
tern Star will
fleeting at the
seven - thirty

•
May 15
IMS chapter of
;hters of the
save a petluck
W. Z. Carter's
thirty o'clock
I be furnished.
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t
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NOTICE

,

Jean Weeks, Hairst list
. r
NOW Li:Ka

At

rhatrir BeittftPhone 374
For Appointments

FOR LEASE

1EN HELL
SIERRAS I

Ktous
• WYNN
ARTON
/t.

K D

PLO

A. M. Dugan, N. 18th Ex. Phone
2250-J.
M24C

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
The Ledger and Times is authbuilders of fine memorials for
orized to announce the follewing
over half century. Porter White,
persons as candidates in the
Manager. Phone 121.
M27C
Democratic Primary, May 28,
1957:
FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
For clerk of the Court of Aplind venetian blinds. Call 1310. peals:
Doris -Owens.
Stroud Upholstry Shop.
M24C
For State Representative: Owen
ssiter.
SINGER SEWING Macniee rep- Billington; Charlie
For Circuit
m.1-1. H. Lovett
resentative in Muray. For sales,
For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
service and repair. Contact Mr.
Russell, Williams; James H. Blalock.

Bus. Opportunities

0

Is pew word for

Want a business of your own?
A very small investment will
-qualify you to take over a
new modern D-X Service Station which has an unusual
offer for you. We have 3000
D-X Credit Cards in our possession which have been approved and are ready to be
distributed to the people of
Murray and Calloway County.
These cards will be presented
to The operator of this new
D-X service station located
at -4th & Tine. No Other corn:pany can match this offer.
Call or writeC. W. Parrish or T. P. Lay
. D -X Sunray Oil Co.
Murray. Ky.
1712-W Res.
Ph. 2373 Off.

nit6c

three days. Classified ads are payable In advance.

I.

8 RED D.Uff0C PIGS. Hollis
Roberts, Murray. Ph. 1011. /6111C

FOR SALE

GOOD 7 ROOM HOUSE, 2 baths,
on large corner lot, 12th and
Vine. Call 605.
MlOP

icJJ

FOR RENT

FOUR, ROOM MODERN unfurCYPRESS lektMEIER: Good for nished
apartment, electrically
boats, -ffiside trim. Different equipped. Available-June
I. R.
widths. God and dry. Call Joe W. Churchill, Phone 7.
M11C
Wimberly 987-R.
MIOP
God used gas range. Priced to
sell quick. Call 1220-R
MlOC

COMPLETE STOCK of supplies
of Gulf Service Station, complete
set mechanic tools, acetalyne and
electric welders, automobile paint
For County Judge: Dewey D. sprayer, valve grinding machine.
Crass; Garland- Neale; Waylon will sell stock and tools together
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
or seperate. Write Box 32-G,
Fo _ Couitly Cia,Art eckerk: RanMI.SP
dall B. Patterson; Halton
LARGE Westinghouse rang e.
Garner.
Will sell cheap. 709 Poplar. Call
For Sheriff: Woodrow Rick- 1454.
M13C
man; Cohen Stubblefield; Harold
Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A. 21 ACRES on Lynn Grove Hwy.
ahout 5 miles out. 4 room
"Red" Doherty.
house, a „chicken house, garage,
For Jarier: Willard Gordon; small stock barn. Large pond
Seth- CeSeleKt4;arYsn Nanney; stocked with Government fish
Clyde Steele; Leo Cerravcay; aDd well fenced. About 700 ft.
Luther Suggs.
Hwy. frontage, can sell 6 good
For Magistrate", Murray Dis- building lots. Only $6600.
triet: K. B. McCuiston; H. M.
NICE 4 bedroom home, well
Workman.
located on paved street. Nice
For Magistrate. Concord Dishardwood floors, gas
trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren; shady lot,
furnace heat. House only about
L. C. Byerly.
3 yrs. old. Only $7500.
For Magistrate, Liberty Disnew addition,
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C. 2 NICE lots in
near colege at only $1250.
"Ramp" Ellis.
Also lot and one acre on Hwy.
For Magistrate, Wadesboro Dis- just outside city limits. If you
want a bargain see these at once.
trict: Max Parrish.
Galloway Insurance and Real
District:
Hazel
Magisirate,
For
Estate Ph. 1062 Home 151-M.
Roy Pool.
May 10C
For City Judge: William H.
USED BATHROOM fixtures for
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
complete bathroom, good condition, cheap, also one 1947 Ford
tractor,' cheap. J. .W. Outland.
MI1C
Phone 339.
LOST: Lady's Hallmark wrist
cleaners
vacuum
watch, gold colored. Possibly lost GOOD USED
Elliott.
on North side of square. Reward. for sale. Call 9135. James
MI1P
M12P
Phone 1248.

I Lost & Found

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

ni[1:1Agl'

WHAT eltee HAPPENED
icumstaimee unit they seemed to
And she ran f•
life
Nora
Pendleton
knew
eomeorie
How she wished Mi. Pone:
wanted nei_to die Until the night of . 1u.ve nee relation to this sedate
12th. she' fad never known yeung man. with the smooth .fasr
were
there:.
- tear Mr trerselt -She- bad (lever had Jim: and the amused
eyes,.. they Wen, I'll be That's what
a care in the, world until she met
Stuart Toung, an unemploYed former hail showt1 41m drunk and dis- she wanted to tell me."
ri.edi, Si student. Vivid' five weeks orderly; they had shown him
He pawed through a desk for
they were engaged_ Then Stuart as
arrested for the murder of • young under siegc in has own house; an address book, called a numgirl. "Candy' Kendrick.
No r a'a they had shown him pointing, ber in Massachusetts. Willie he
friends and kin believed Stuart to he
guilty. But they had also thought with dlieaste, to the spot where waited he drummed his fingers
him to be a fortune hunter. Interested he had discovered a corpse. In impatiently
on the telephone
In Nora bre ause of her wealth.
other words, Mr. Potter was table. There followed a long -Nora had testified at Stuart's trial
that he had been with her on a pie- news. He couldn't help himself. argument
with Nora's butler
nit at the time Candy was killed.
Now and then he remarked from which he emerged, eiushed
hut Nora'. rousin. Charles Deming.
swore that he had seen Stuart and austerely, and reasonably truth- and defeated.
candy together lust before the sup- fully, that he expected to settle
"They aren't loving out her
/mews' time of the crime. The murder down
and do research for a mon- whereabouts.-Oh, what a fool i
happened near the Connecticut Inn
run by' Bert and Hazel Huger. distant umental work on comparative am!" he thought. "She's at that
cousins of Nora's. Charles young cultures. The trouble vitas that Connecticut inn, of course."
son. Frank was there, and the local
Before leaving his noose, Mr
drn,gist Howard Ives. and NorMs whenever ne got into his stride
it. Olive Riddlr. who had pervert something eappened.
Potter telephoned a friend ot has
.ith Lawyer -Finn" Black as Nora's
Something,
a
disillusioned
on
the police force to get the
gnarilinn.
had told him, would al- name 01 the man in the runneetiA.• the story continues. Stuart has friend
been acquitted and pollee have re- ways happen to a man who could
cut State Police who had handled
opened the ALSC. Nora lias been ghee
• tteturbing reminder of the crime not spend a quiet day in the the investigation of the murder
by the delivery to her of a photo- reading room of the public li- of Candy Kendrick.
graph of a laughing girl, signed
In a short time O'Toole called
"Love from Candy.- It later disap- brary without coming across
peared frorri the Sees she hid it. some item of information that buck "The man you want is
CapThat night, someone tried to smother led him straight into
a police tain Foote. He'll meet von for
her with • pillow while she slept. To
get away alone where she can think court.
lunch at Martha's Kitchen --that's
what to do, Nor• goes for a morning
From past experience Hiram a restaurant-in Staneeyville at
drive in her eST. She meets Toni
!Potter
had
learned
that
explanaone
o'clock. I told him you are
Frank's
Jones.
watelelog-tutor. who
pone her, and she heads for _where tions did not really help. He had okay."
she can make a phone call....

ssgsj

sift ,

••

500 Maple Street

At*

17 words for 1108

••"'"enie

never known whether lt-tvas be"Hope I can do you a good
cause people don't listen or be- turn some time."
CHAPTER 10
"You got me out of uniform."'
IN BREWSTER Nora parked her cause they can't communicate
I car outside a drugstore, then anything that really matters. In the detective reminded him. "I
most respects, they remained as owed you something. Foote is
turned in embarrassment.. "I
inviolably separate as trees.
curious.. He wants to know what
didn't bring any money. Can you
True, he was curfous. But you've got hold of."
lend me some change?"
everyone started with curiosity,
"A limerick," Mr. Potter said
Tom felt in his pocket. "This started by asking what and why. truthfully.
enough?"
They stopped because they didn't
'O'Toole was disgusted. "I might
"I nave no idea. I want to call get any answers, or at least not have known. But watch yourNew York."
the right answers. And Mr. Pot- self. And don't I repeat, don't
"I'll get you some more." Over': ter still had a child's curiosity, --stir things up."
riding her objections, he went in linked now with an adult sense
As Mr. Potter drove __telexed
• with her, changed a bill and of responsibility.
Jaguar up the parkwity in the
poured'the coins into her hand.
It his acquaintances regarded rain, he tried to recall what he
"I'll wait. Signal if that isn't him' as an entertaining eccentric knew of Nora Pendleton, to sort
enough."
with an unhappy liair for stum- out his impressions of her. That
.She closed the, booth and bling into violence, he did not he had been very much impressed
dialed the operator. Leaning particularly mind. To establish he knew. In fact, if he had not
against the wall, he heard her the balance, a growing number of been so heartsore over a personal
say, "Hello ... Mr. Potter, please people had reason to be devoutly tragedy he might have fallen in
.. .,11 can't hear you . . . Nora thankful for his lively curiosity. love with her. Without being
Pendleton . . . Heavens, what's
At the present moment in Mrd beautiful she created an illusion
that? . . . No, please listen nem Potter's house on the west side of beauty. She had seemed to
.. Please, It's important." Heli elf Gramercy Park, lights were him Sheer poetry, but poetry
voice rosh. "Remember the young burning to .compensate for the whose meaning mien be delved
girl from Kildare?"
darkness caused by the storm. for. But there had been someShe came out of the booth The telephone rang. He went thing about her that disturbed
frowning. "Something was into the library and answered: him, a quality-he grasped for
wrong. A thunderstorm in New
"Hello! . . . Who? . . Oh, it but it eluded him.
York. 1 think. The most awful Nora . . . Can't hear y`ou. Bad
At any rate, she had not been
noises. I couldn't make him hear storm here. Call later ... What? melodramatic, not given to over.. ." The phone went dead.
statement. The idiotic limerick
"Was It Important?" Tom
Mr. Potter was thinking, 9 -"when she ran for her life"naked.
wish I could remember that 11m• that, he was sure, was what she
'
"Somehow," Nora said slovitly, trick. Nora was trying to tell had tried to tell him.
"I think It was. I wish I could me something. There was a young
The thunderstorm had gone
girl from Kildare---stare- hair- without clearing' the air, leaving
be sur.e he understood me."
share-fair- mare--eareIt more oppressive. But Mr. PotTII7re %vas a young girl from ' ter had a sense of foreboding
Pictures of Mr. Potter-and
what ,with one thing and'another
Kildare
ihat had nothing to do with the
the newspapers had a considerWho lived without trouble or
•leering skies.
Whatever was
a
able file of his pictures -had been
care
ahead he wasn't going to like it.
taken under such =probable cirBut When danger was rife
(To as Continued)

HELP WANTED * I
MAKE eeu De4eLy.. sell luminous
nameplates. Free samples. Write
Reeves Co., Attleboro, Mass,
Amp
STRAWBERRY PICKERS, Lakeway Farce, Faxon Community.
Transportation arranged. Phone
iÔe- -or -11:Ye.3431-. ----

CHICAGO -ail- The pattern
for the modern supermarket is in
a state ete flux, often changing
so fast that "stores now in the
blneprint stage are partly obselete
by the time they open," according to Lansing P. Shield, president of the Grand Union Company.
Shield outlined several respects
in which the modern supermarket
is constantly changing in a speech
before the National Food Brokers AmociaUen.
Shield said each year the number of lines added to merchandise
carried in the supermarket grows
progressively larger. He said the
markets are under constant pressure- from consumers_ to stock
new items which are presented
via the mhny advertising media.
Battle For Dollar.
Not _ only are the --number of
food items growing, but more and
more non-food items are being
carried by sepermarkets„ Shield
said. The consumer will decide if
the supermarket is to become a
"junior department store," he
said, but at the present. time the

znic---h"w-."-C••-riwn.na.!--,k‘t

ermarket make available to her
I what Shield termed "family-use
,items."'
I Shield said the- supermarket
YARDS TO MOW. Have power is engaged in a "six-cornered
movver. Experienced. Call Frank battle" battle with department
Rickman, phone 1965, after, 130 stores, drug stores, appareVstores,
p.m. Work permanent.

1

Wanted

'11'c

SMALL CHILD TO KEEP in my
home while mother works.' Day
or night. Phone 1323-W.
M13C

Land Transfers
S. B. Jones et al to Toy Jones,
land.
L. G. and Vicie Mae Vest to
Dorothy Francis Attkisson, lot.
Roy Vaughn et ux to Aubrey
Eldridge, land.
Freeman Willoughby et ux to
F. He-Spiceland Jr. et ux, land.
F. H. Spiceland et ux to William K. Etherton et ux, land.

92-Year-9Id Italian
Settles In U.S.
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FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
,,Licensed and InsuredSans Kelley
Phnom 441

BELIEVE

AND / CAN
BELIEVE THAT

4 HOURS OF FUN

.

d-Laugh Smash!,
0"
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SUNDAY-MONDAY * MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL

* FIRST 25 MOTHERS"FREE SUN. *
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BUT • I- CAN'T
BELIEVE
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BOXING
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ABBIE an' SLATS
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I DON'T
RECALL
ANY ABBIE
SCRAPPI E
BE ND 44f,R

ABBIE SCRAPPLE WHERE- HAVE YOU
BEEN KEEPING
YOURSELF ALL
THESE YEAR?4

SHOW HER (GASP)
IN-AND LOCK me
DOOR BEHi40
YOU:

SHE SAID TO GIVE YOU
THIS NOTE IF YOU SAID
THAT, NIR.FORBUSH;

THREE BLOCKS
NORTH OF HERE
-IF YOU HAD A

MIND

FIND

'ME

•r•

AWAY;

-r•

•

TARD?BUT, PO'
WEEKS 'ICD"
HAIN'T- DONE

NOTHIN17

DONE

NOTHIN'?-WHY
AH BIN F-OLLYIN'
Th'AEYVEP4TCHOOR5
0'"FEARLESS
FOSDICK" EV'RV

EV'RYTHING HL SUFFERED,
AH alF4--ERED.r.f-- WHEN
HE STARVED, AM STARVED!"
WHEN HIS LIFE WAS AT
STAKE -SO WAS M I N6.!!

DAY!!
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THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITI
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4-FllIpinos
5-Held in respect
6-Those holding
office
T-Condass point
6-Weasel-like
animate
or this reason
10-Time gone by
11-Rocky bill
16-Color
I6-Writing Mitch;
20-South African
natives
71-Smart
72-Enthusiasm
.3-Poison.
24-Catarrh
2.3-Junctures
'27-Con verea don
3,Y-Barieball hits
(eolloq 1
31-Gave solemn
word
23-Giant f
714-Annn
36-Island In
Rattle Sea
37-One view of a
subject
39-Box
nam•
4I-Be Ill
tift--Cieran
43-Thirma
-tribe•man
_14-Ses ear/.
47-Symbol for
niton
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LOS ANGELES 1 - Frank
A. Vasquez, 51, Member of a
pioneer California family. may
have impressed his friends favorably but his wife, Sarah, 50, took
a dim view of his burning $10
and $20 bills' to "show off."
She sued hint for divorce.

Siamese Twin Rats
Are Created

1-Toll
2-Limb
S-Th ree-basehits

(0.

(2

PHILADELPHIA -41P- A 92year-old native of Santo Stephano Medio, Italy, who has never
seen -snow, or travelled on a
plane or train in his life, has
settled down in Philadelphia to
enjoy 'the wonders of America."
Antonio Amato is living with
his son, Angelo.
Amato had always dreamed
of coming to America, but it
was dot until the death of his
invalid wife last year that he
was able to begin making plans
to come to the United States to
see his eight children, 16 grand'children and 10 great-grandchildren.

„

ussia

(Continued from Page One)
tions on nuclear control,
He offered the first official
Soviet answer .to recent Western
statements that nuclear tests
should be registered because not
all can be detected by outside
nations.
"This contradicts the facts,"
Gromyko said. "The explosion
has not yet occurred which ,remained undetected."
Western statesmen, including
Pres-Went Eisenhower and Britigh
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan,
MADISON( Wis --ah- Scien- declared this sprin gthat Russia
tists at the University of Wis- probably ancarry out undetectconsin'are joining pairs of rats- ed tests In its vast land mass.
§iamese twin fashion-and learning more about cures for breast
cancer.
Thirty-day-old rats are joined
at the sholder blades in a short
e (Continued from Page Onel
operation. The- operatien- is -perdiffere,nt boys during 1956, Fox
formed so the blood vessels of
said, and will serve more in 1957.
each rat grow together, linking
John Pasco, Local District
the two blood systems.
Chairman. Was at the board
Scientists can then study ef- meeting and spoke for the acfects of hormones shot into one tion. "This will result in better
rat which travel into the other. Scouting fur more boys," he said.
The "Siamese twins" have al- The vote for "the change was
prosinee4-4 promising new trilernintlg7
chemical. Called "19-nor-testosterone," it may inhibit growth of
breaSt cancer without the usual
deepening of the woman's voice
and other male characteristics
which commonly occuroefter taking such hormones.
6:30
Open

32-Negative
33-Rents
34-Run-down,
dirty area
35-Flaylng area
37-Verse tele
- 38-Urges on
39-Having shoes
40-Artist's sutnd
42-Trinket
45-Contend
46-Defender of
Troy
S&P-Organ of
hearing
49-Every one
50-Look fixedly
51-Noise

ACROSS

HOT CURRENCY

supermarket has grown to capture 41.4 per cent of the "big
six," at the expense of sales by
department, drug, apparel and
variety. stores.
The greatest threat to supermarket leadership in, the fight for
customers is the growing number of discount houses, Shield
said., These are making "astronomical" gains in sales, he added.

'CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1-Obese
4-A state
9-iteadgear
12-Re mistaken
13-_-Proprietor
14-The self
15-Fugitives from
Russia
17-Smaller
19-Goad
20-Metallic
element
21-Transactions
23-In golf, "'and
its
25-paying card
27- ountry of
_British Isles
313-Pronoun
sg.....cyprInold fish
(pl.)
30-Premium
-Ed i hie seed
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FIVE ALL-TIME GREATEST U. S. SENATORS

Yugoslavia Is A Land Of
Many Paradoxes Says Quigg

I•

EDITOR'S NOTE: Norman J.
Montellier. veteran U P. correspondent, is making a 1.000-Mile
tour of Yugoslavia on his first
visit there in 10 years. This
dispatch describes changes in the
past decade.
Henry Clay
1777-1852

Daniel Webster
1782-1852

John C. Calhoun Robe M. LaFollette
1782-1850
1855-1925

By NORMAN J. MONTELLPER
United Press Staff Correspondent

Robert A. Tail
180-1953

MERE ARE the five all-time greatest U.S. senators, selected by a committee headed by Senator John
Kennedy (D), Massachusetts. Their portraits will be placed in the Senate reception room. LaFol,
'Iette of Wisconsin and Taft of Ohio were chosen as "outstanding representatives of the progressive
and conservative movements of the 20th century." Clay of Kentucky was picked for "his adroit
statesmanship and political finesse in times of a national crisis;" Webster of Massachusetts as the
champion of "liberty and union, now and forever, one and inseparable;" Calhoun of South Carolina aa
logiclan of state sovereignty."
(International)

all major centers. But money
is short and hotel management
still depends on' Western advice
and training. Belgrade's big new
Metroixil air-conditioned throughout, but hotels stil refuse to
provide soap for guests.
Workers
Yugoslays work hard — in the
cities, in factories and on the
farms. Government offices and
state-run enterprises work on a
six-day, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. scehdule.
There is no work break in offices, except those taken to drink
syrup-thick turkish coffee served
at the desks. Factory workers,
however, are guaranteed a more
restful "coffee break."
Yugoslays like Americans. They
will studiously ignore foreigners
rather than embarrass them with
stares. Comniunism doesn't show
through. But is is there with
out, but hotels still refuse to
tripc—Ettre—lt-15
-941fft'
1371416
firm roots, and government officials are the first to' Insist that
Communist is here to stay.

LELGRADE
— Yugoslavia
is a Communist country where
Marilyn Monroe's- -photograph at
Belgrade airport is 'bigger than
the welcoming portrait of Marshal Tito.
-- It is a--eountry on 'a reconstruction binom. It is full of
paradoxes. It is a socialist that
lup the carton and puts out the
pays homage to the Soviet Union
I warning sign.
as the mother of all socialism
Another package displayed at
—yet doesn't balk at borrowing
i the contest contained a new "infrom the West any idea that
CHICAGO —‘-r— Life is look- 000r hotbed." It contains flower
will further its program.
ing up for thi lazy home garden-4i seeds already planted in
fielgrade
,
bas-utsdesgonis
0
" •
,Ikir of soil.
--••—•
•.1
a startling transformation in 1.0
He no longer needs to make
-The kit also contains a second
years. Hard work has wiped
his own "keep off the grass"; n-ay., It's for water. The home
out all marks of the 12.000
signs and plant his own hotbed.igardener is expected to supply
buildings destroyed by World
The ingenuity of manufacturers the water.
'War II bombings. Apartment
By ALINE MOSBY
Another labor - saving device
and packagers takes care of
houses for workers. spring up
those drab 'Chores for him,
among the new products is strict- United Press Staff 'Correspondwit everywhere and
rents are pegged
The
annual carton
contest ly for the birds. It's a carton,
at about $5 a month for an
MEXICO
CITY
4?
—
A
secret
like
a bird house, _full Of
Paper shaped
....,a_saTale„..lapaily.., gilt it takes a
BeiAs
iit1y disclosed .- bird seed.. The carton can be bomb for Hollywood is INV
month's 'silary to buy a suit
SEBASTOPOL. Calif. — IP —
that one 'company is markenng its ! hung in a tree and opened at the manufactured among the tortillas
of clothes and half a month's The din and clatter of the Petaand
tequila
here.
Errol
Flynn
lawn- seed in cartons that say hottom to make a roosting and
is writing his memoirs—wives, pay for a pair of women's dress luma and Santa Rosa Railroad,
-Please—Nets-1y Seeded" on the feding place for the birdies.
a Redwood Empire short line,
love
affairs, foreign intrigue and shoes.
back.
Included are instructions on
Ultra-modern villas sprout on disturbs some citizens of SebasAfter the home gardener has how to keep squirrels from mak- all.
Flynn is one celluloid idol the slopes of the exclusive +Da- topol, in the heart of northern
seeded his lawn, he just cuts ing off with the bird seed.
whose life story has been as dinje hill-top residential area California.
The rail line' runs right down
swash-buckling and dramatic off- around the heavily-guarded white
screen as on. Realizing this could palace where Marshal Tito lives. the main street of the town. LeoI be a gold mine a publisher has The white palace is a showplace nard Arnett, chairman of Sebasplanning
commission,
induced Flynn to write about his to be boasted about. But visitors topol's
wants the transportation company
colorful life, including his •adven- are barred.
506 W. Main St.
to
pick
Stars Heavy Drinkers
up its roadbed and go
Telephone 13C
tures on shipy, his intrigue in
"YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.'
Ithe Spanish Civil War, his rise as ,Slivovice is the national drink, elsewhere.
a film star and his unequiled off- a plum brandy of massive power. "Sebastopol," he complained,
stage reputation as a casanova Because Yugoslays 44,i n k too "is the only city in the United
!hat resulted in two rape trials. much alcohol the government States that has freight cars going
loads on extra slivovice taxes— down its main street."
Pulls No Punches
The rail line, under a franchise
"I won't be pulling too many and uses the money to build
ouncbes." promised the man of soft-drink factories and restau- granted by the city, has this
:etters tss he rested from his rants. Lemonade is urged upon right-of-way until 1968.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
:aborts with tequila in one hand everyone but slivovice is still
THEY WERE NO ANGELS
104 East Maple St.
Phone 262
and • cigarette in the other) poured for even a breakfast
.vet his dictating machine into meeting.
ST ALBANS. England V —
Yugoslavia wants U. S. tourists
which he reminisces during the
Parishioners of a local church
filming here of "The Sun Also and is doing all it can afford have asked the vicar to make
to entice them here.- Prices are
Rises"
the church boys club members
c
- an hear the quaking rif the low—a good steak dinner costs stori.taking sudplices from the
!knees now." said Flynn. "They're $4.30 with wine and, all the vestry -to play ghosts in the
Tipping is churchyard.
passing the hat around just so trimmings included
their names won't be dropped solved by fixing Lit rates of
10 to 15 per cent for a- services.
in my book
'
A SWITCH
lav Airlines boast the
"How do I go about getting
cheapest
internal
fares
in
the
RIVER
this book banned in Boston? What
events at the annual winter
I heed now is a staff of lawyers." world. Work is pushed at nonstop
pace
to
construct
highnew
carnival of River Falls State
Flynn at first cautiously planways
linking
the
major cities College was called of in favor of
ned to finish his book with events
around 1940 "when I felt 'that where tourists would concen- swimming party in the 'college
trait...
Hotels are being built in pool. The reason—no
hand clamped on my shoulder."
his arrest on rape charges.
"The pubitst•r." said Flynn.
'viewed this suggestion with dis•
mat
:
: 14e wants the' rape trials
included — and I could write
plenty about the truth of that.
But if I leave that out I could
ond my bqok with the notice to
tune in for the next.volume.
"I can see my shelf now—'The
Collected Works of Errol Flynn.'"
Life With Tiger Lit
Flynn already has dictated 40,000 words of his book. including
-plenty about my life with Tiger
Li1"—his first wife, Lili Damita.
He also will dwell on his early
days at Warner Studio when the
contract list included such personalities as Humphery Bogart,
John Garfield. Bette Davis and
Olivia De Havilland.
Unlike Diana Barrymore and
other recent autobiographers,
—
Robert L. Griffith restiftes. \ Robert. Snodgrass on stanj
Flynn claims he's writing his
book with no help from a collaSENATE Investigations subcon'rnittee members investigating why
borator The debonair actor has
Northeast airlines stock pushed way up before public announcetwo published books to his credit.
ment of its being granted a New York-Miami, Fla., route heard
— See —
What the title of his memoirs
these two witnesses. Robert L. Griffith, assistant to the president
will be. Flynn hasn't decided.
of Delta airlines, said he got the advance news from the line's atJAMES H. ROBERTSON - GERALD
"I'm trying to think of an
torney, Robert Oliver, who said it came from an "anonymous"
STONE
ecclesistical title because I hope
phone call. Griffith said he told Robert Snodgrass of Atlanta, Ga.,
a Republican national committeeman. Snodgrass said he bought
this will be a work of some
and EUGENE ROBERTSON
1,000 shares and made about $2,500.
merit." Flynn said
(international)

Home Gardening
Is Made Easier ,

Errol Flynn
\ow Writing
Memoirs

Town Objects To
RR On Main Street

I

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PR•ESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

!

yugos

Ski

[

FALLS. wis. - a4 -

-TESTIFY ON-CAB-ROUTE 'LEAK'

•

Notice

TRUCKING - EXCAVATING and
BACK HOE WORK

Kirksey, Kentucky

QUALITY•WORK AT
REASONABLE RATES

JACKPOT
CHARLESTON, Miss. — 8/0 —
George Cossar says his three
sons, who had hunted deer unsuccessfully for several years.
changed Silvis luck on the same
. day. Bill 'tagged a seven-point'
buck at 6 a m., George killed a
seven-point buck at 8 a.m., John
came in with a five-point buck
4 late in the afternoon.

FLOWERS kr

DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. Grade A Division

-r

0

• GERANIUM
• FUSCHIA
•CALADIUM

Fiery Giant
Was Born 100
Years Ago

Gas & Oil
Nerds
WHITNELL & SON

Standard fitit Agent

COMING TO

sa-e-

MURRAY

ISBEE'S COMEDIANS

6 DAYS BEGINNING
MONDAY, MAY 13th

America's Most Beautiful Tent Theatre
and The Cleanest Show on the Road

BURNING SENSATION
BAY CITY. Mich. 11/4 — Larry
Poissin made the mistake of
smoking a cigaret while pouring
gasoline into the tank of his
stalled automobile Monday. "It
was an expensive smoke." Poissin said after flames left the
car a total loss.

HEAR How
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Rain- St/lion WPM
• also
mix -Tv . CHANNEL $

&IS

NASHVILLE
Each S.inday 1:30 P. M.

&R

must be jet propelled:

That's about right — for
fuel I drink lots of vitamin
filled Sunburst!

SHIRLEY FLORIST

owned and operated by
* MAX LOVETT
* BILL ROBERTS
4th 6. Chestnut

•

featuring
Toby Ticklebush to keep You Laughing •
Compton & La Voe - Dance Stylists
The Girards - Jugglers Supreme
Margie Sheeley - Song-Stylist
Lathey - The Magician
Mickey Lacey Song with Guitar
DON'T MISS THE OPENING PLAY

"What Mothers Don't Know"
LADIES FREE OPENING NIGHT
One Lady will be Admitted Free with
each Paid Adult Ticket
ADMISSION: ADULTS 50c; CHILDREN 25c
CHAIR SEATS 25c
DOORS OPEN 7:00
ORCHESTRA 7:30
CURTAIN 8:00

Ph. 213

Big Concert After Main Show Each Night

Located 4th I Sycamore
At

YOUR OLD PUMP
PETERED OUT?
U.

STA-RITE WATER SYSTEM

ELLIS PUMP & PIPE CO.
304 Depot St. (Maple Street)
Murray,

•

30

PHILLIPS 66
SERVICE STATION

Murray, Ky.
-

PEOPLE

ON A NEW

• HYDRANGEA
• CRYSANTHEMUM

N. 4th Street

30

TRADE IT IN ...

Priced from $1.50 up
Mom says, the way I soc,m
through the room...

FRIDAY — MAY 10, 1957

process in 1867, 42,000 tons in mark," the former head
of the
1870 and three million tims in world's largest steel
company
1888 — the year that Kelly died. concluded.
In 1906, production of Bessemer
steel hit he peak id 13,700,000
tons: Ten years later it was
outproduced by the new open
hearth process, which now account for 89 per cent uf America's
capacity, against three per cent
for the Bessemer method.
By PETER T. EARLE
It wasiz't until 1948 that the
United Press Financial Writer
third and 'newest electric furnace
For All Your
NEW YORK
. method turned out more steel
molten
than the Bessemer converters.
fiery giant
as born in a cast
Fairless said steel is in the
iron converter 100 years ago,
In only a century. the tiny midst of a great peacetime exindustrial infaril has matured pansion and is "planning to add
into a three billion ton colossus 15 million tons of new capacity
between 1956 and the end of
of the modern world.
ti
The delivering physicians. Sir 1958."
"It has an investment of over
Henry Bessemer and William
Kelly had no idea their brain 12 billion dulars in equipment
child would someday give .nations and plants where more than
much of their 'strength to carry 675,000 men and 'Svoinen are
employed. Annual sales h a`treon war or to build for peace.
Pogue Ave.
Phone 1733
The smoldering child was chris- reached the 14 billion dollaz
tened "steel" and today and
for the next eight months steel
makers across the land will celebrate the centennial of the KellyBessemer converter.'1b_ai
at
possible its mass production..
Centennial Exhibits As-- the first hi a . series of
centennial exhibits planned by
steel companies across the nation,
a big platform bearing color
transparencies a n d illuminated
graphs depicting steel's history
Uegan ret;OTving in the main
rotunda of New York's Pennsylvania Station this morning.
Benjamin F. Fairless, president
of the American Iron di Steel
Institute, in opingog the—erntenniaT eiii7.711.1on today said the
centennial exposition today said
the industry produced its three
billionth ton in 1956.
The mounted exhibit shows
how the or.ginal mass-production
process of blowing air through
molten iron to obtain great heat
thus clearing tho iron of its
impurities, unlocked the doors of
the machine age.
"The steel industry in 1957
looks confidently -to the future
•
with an annual steel making
capacity of 133,500,000 net tons
—about 40 per cent of the world's
.4•101.,-.411111611114111116111111116'N •
total." Fairless, former chairman
\St
intURS
11011111111101011
of United StatLs Steel Corp.
declared.
Compares Production Figures
His estimated production figures
for this year compare with 3,000
tons made by the Kelly-Bessemer

PLACE YOUR ORDER
NOW FOR FLOWERS
FOR MOTHER'S DAY
May 12
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